EVENT CHART

The first time a Crew Member passes each
Star on the Timeline, roll a die:

PART PROBLEM,
PART SUCCESS

: MISINFORMATION:

Turns out they is another
possible location for the Part. Place a crate with an Objective
Token in either Building 2 or 7, which ever is furthest from the
Crew. Find the corresponding Number Token and shuffle it in
with the others. If the part is located, it is wrong and is now
with the new crate.

2-3: THAT LOOKS SHINY!: The nearest Thug is
interested in the M.U.L.E. Put a Thug marker on the timeline
and have it move to the M.U.L.E to unlock the safe. Treat it
as if it has 1 Tech and 1 Negotiation.
4-5: THEY’RE GETTING CLOSER: The Cowboys
and making good time. Move the Patrol Marker back 3
Moments on the Timeline.
: BETTER THAN EXPECTED:

Someone
is looking out for the Crew. The crate closest to the
Crew member who rolled the event is the one with the Part.
Remove Objective Tokens form the other crates. If the Part
has been located, it is a superior part and provides a +1 to
the Tech Challenge result for repairing the M.U.L.E..

GET PAID

If Crew manage to repair the M.U.L.E before times runs out,
Collect the REWARD. Bonus $1000 for no Downed Crew

MEASURES OF SUCCESS

When the Job ends, see how you measure up:

$0-1000:

Might as well crawl away like an itty bitty bug.
Barely enough to rub together to fuel the engines...

$1100-2500:

Not ‘xactly respectable, but at least we

5 CREW

-

SET
UP
Place Thugs on starting positions as indicated by the map.

+10 with fewer than 4 Crew.

Place a Negotiation token with each Thug.

With 4 or 5 Crew, place the Patrol Marker on Moment 20 of
the Timeline. With fewer than 4 Crew, place the Patrol Marker
on Moment 30 of the Timeline.
Place a crate in Buildings 4,5,6 and 8. Place an Objective
token with each crate. Take the corresponding Number
Tokens and randomly shuffle them, then place them to the
side.
Place a Terminal in Buildings 1,3 and 9. Place a Tech token
with each terminal.
Place Locked Tokens on all the doors as indicated by the
map.

won’t go hungry.

Place the M.U.L.E. Token in the middle of the Landing Pad.
Put a Safe Token, with a Locked Token, on the M.U.L.E.

$2600-4400:

Place $3500 under the REWARDS Marker

Could have gone a might smoother, but
ain’t nothing to be ashamed of.

$4500 & UP: BIG SCORE!

Crew start anywhere around the M.U.L.E.

PART PROBLEM,
PART SUCCESS
The Client wants to some Delicate materials delivered to a
contact outside Town. In and out with no fuss.
Pity the M.U.L.E. has broken down and needs a part. The
locals can help provided you don’t snoop where
you ain’t wanted. There is another issue, a band of cowboys
have caught wind of the Job and want the
goods for themselves, or destroyed. They will reach Town at
any moment.
.

GOAL
The Crew need to find the Part for the M.U.L.E. that is in one

of the crates. They can do this by talking to the local Thugs to
narrow down its location or snooping on their own merits. Once
it is found the entire Crew and part need to get back to the
M.U.L.E. and repair it to finish the Job.
Crew can Negotiate with any Thug with a Negotiate Token to
narrow down the Parts location. If successful, reveal one of
the Number Tokens. The part is NOT with that crate. Remove
Objective Token from that crate. The last crate with an Objective
Token has the part. Remove Negotiation Token from Thug
regardless of result.
Crew may search the crates to determine to Parts location.
When the Crew reach a crate with an Objective Token, reveal
a Number Token. If it matches, the Part is there. Otherwise
find the matching Number and remove it, then reshuffle the
remaining numbers.

JOB SPECIAL RULES
TAKE ONLY WHAT YOU NEED

While the locals will help find the Part, they don’t take kindly
to strangers searching through there things. Until the Part
has been located, Crew must act Heroic in any building with a
Crate. The Crew can act Casual only in the building that has the
Part located, if done so through Negotiation.

THERE IS SOMETHING YOU SHOULD SEE

The Crew can Negotiate with Thugs to move them to a different
position. Success, Thug is moved 5 squares. This can be done
many times but is separate to finding the Part.

IT’S SAFE WHEN IT’S UNOPENED

The Materials are stored in the locked safe on the M.U.L.E. If a
Thug or Cowboy manages to unlock the safe remove $100 from
the REWARD for every turn a Crew member or Goon makes
until it is locked again. To lock the safe again, Crew must use
the same skill requirements as unlocking it.

COMMUNICATION DIVERSION

The terminals are connected to the local communication system
and can be used to divert the incoming Cowboys. The Crew
can perform a Tech challenge at a terminal with a Tech Token.
Success, move the Patrol Marker 5 Moments on the Timeline.
Regardless of the result, remove the Tech Token.

RIDING INTO TOWN

When a Crew Member passes the Patrol Marker on the
Timeline, the Cowboys have arrived. Place 5 Alert Cowboys on
the road at the edge of the Map. If there are no Heroic Crew in
sight, they move straight for the M.U.L.E. Otherwise they act as
per the rules.
Once a cowboy reaches the M.U.L.E. they will attempt to
unlock the Safe. Treat each Cowboy as if they have 1 Tech and
1 Negotiate skill. They will then engage the nearest Heroic,
regardless of sight.

MAKE THE REPAIRS

To repair the M.U.L.E. a Crew Member must find the Part and
make it back. Once this is done, a Crew member must make a
successful Tech challenge.

